Introduction
Consider a complex analytic dynamical system on the Riemann sphere, which is defined by a rational function of degree greater than one. Each connected component of the complement of its Julia set is called a stable region. D. Sullivan [17] proved that every stable region is eventually cyclic, and that cyclic stable regions can be classified into five types-attractive basin, superattractive basin, parabolic basin, Siegel disk and Herman ring.
One of the aims of this paper is to give the sharpest estimates for the numbers of such cycles (Corollary 2, Theorem 3 and 4). As a consequence, we shall show that a rational function of degree d cannot have more than 2(d-l) cycles of stable regions. -This answers a question in [17] . Moreover, it has at most d-2 Herman rings, hence if d = 2, there is no Herman ring.
These results are obtained by means of surgeries based on the theory of quasiconformal mappings, which we call the quasiconformal surgeries (or qc-surgeries). Such surgery technique was first introduced by A. Douady and J. H. Hubbard for polynomial-like mappings (see [7] and [8] ). We will formulate it and apply it in several cases. In this paper, we treat mainly three kinds of surgeries:
(1) To perturb a rational function so that all of its indifferent periodic points become attractive (Theorem 1). (Such a perturbation was expected by P. Fatou [9] in 1920); (2) To decompose a rational function which has Herman rings into ones having Siegel disks; (3) To construct a rational function having Hermann rings from ones having Siegel disks. [This is the counter procedure of (2) .]
These three are combined to prove the estimates. Also, the third yields, for any /?, a rational function of degree 3 with Herman rings of order p (Theorem 5).
Preliminaries
1.0. Let / (z) be a rational function of z with complex coefficients. We consider the dynamical system/: C -> C, where C=C U {00} is the Riemann sphere. The degree of/, deg /, is the maximum of degrees of its denominator and of its numerator, provided they are relatively prime. Assume d=degf^ 2. We write f n =f c f^' . . . °/(n-th iteration). n 1.1. Let zeC be a periodic point of / of period p, i.e. / p (z)=z and /^(z)^( 0 < j < p). The multiplicator of z is H^yOO (ifz^oo) [(Ao/PoA^O) (ifz=oo, whereA(z)=l/z).
We say that z is attractive (resp. indifferent, repulsive, non-repulsive), if | ^ [ < 1 (resp.=l, > 1, ^ 1). Moreover z is rationally indifferent (resp. irrationally indifferent), if 'k=e 2niQ where 9e R is rational (resp. irrational). (See 1. 5 for further definitions.)
SURGERY OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 3 denoted by D^, and each of its connected components a stable region. The complement Jy=C-Dy is the Ji^/fa s^ of/. These sets have the following properties (see [3] , [4] , [9] and [12] (HR) Herman ring: / p |o is conformally conjugate to an irrational rotation on an annulus {^: r < |^| < 1}, for some 0 < r < 1. The rotation number is defined as in (SD), in addition, up to sign. If D is attractive basin (resp. a parabolic basin, etc.), we call D,/(D), . . .,f p~l (D) an AB-cycle (resp. a PB-cycle, etc.).
1.5. RELATION TO PERIODIC POINTS. -In each of (AB), (PB) and (SD), there is an associated periodic point ZQ, which is attractive, rationally indifferent, irrationally indifferent, respectively. Conversely if ZQ is an attractive periodic point (resp. a rationally indifferent periodic point), there is an AB-cycle (resp. a finite number of PB-cycles) which has ZQ as the limit point. However, if Zg is an irrationally indifferent periodic point, there is not always an SD-cycle containing ZQ.
For example, let 9 be an irrational number satisfying the following Diophantine condition:
there exist positive constants C and a such that
If / has a periodic point z with multiplicator e 2 " 19 , then / has a Siegel disk whose center is z (cf. Siegel [15] ). On the contrary, there is a dense set of irrational numbers such that if 9 belongs to it, a periodic point with multiplicator ^2
7lle cannot be the center of a Siegel disk, for any rational function (cf. Cremer [6] , and also [3] ). Let us call an irrationally indifferent periodic point a Siegel point if it is the center of a Siegel disk, and a Cremer point otherwise. Siegel-cycles and Cremer-cycles are similarly defined.
Note that Herman rings have nothing to do with periodic points.
1.6. RELATION TO CRITICAL POINTS. -It is classically known that each AB-cycle or PBcycle contains at least one critical point (see [9] , [17] and also Lemma 5) . Hence the number of AB-cycles and PB-cycles is at most 2(d-l).
It is also known [9] that the boundary of a Siegel disk or a Herman ring is contained in the closure of the forward orbits of critical points. Moreover it is conjectured that every SD-cycle has at least one critical point on its boundary (and as for an HR-cycle at least two corresponding to its boundary components) (see Herman [11] Also we define n, (/, D) = the number of the critical points of / contained in D, where critical points are counted with multiplicities.
Remark. -The arguments from now on goes, even if critical points are counted without multiplicities.
1. 8. Let Y be an oriented Jordan curve in C. Then C -y is divided into two connected components. We call the component which lies on the left-hand side of y the interior of y, denoted by Int y, and the other the exterior of y, denoted by Ext y. Let A be an annulus i. e. a doubly connected region. Fix an orientation of A, by choosing a generator of its fundamental group. We can define similarly its interior and exterior as the components of C-A.
Main theorems
We prove the following theorems. Remark. -As mentioned in paragraphs 1.5 and 1.6, P. Fatou [9] proved that
After that, he surmised (2.1) (see [9, Moreover, /\ (resp. /^) can be chosen to he of decree 3 (resp. degree 4). See Figure 1 for the disposition of A^.. A numerical experiment related to (A) witĥ =2 is reported in [16] .
Remark. -M. R. Herman [10] also constructed a rational function with Herman rings by a different method, but without determining its degree which is probably higher. Our method enables us to interpret the dynamics of a function with Herman (ii) there exists a rational function which has a Siegel disk of rotation number 9.
Fundamental lemma for QC-surgery
The surgery means a method to create from given rational functions a new one preserving their dynamics (in some sense). Unfortunately, we cannot glue different analytic functions directly, because of the theorem of identity. However, if one abandons the analyticity, in other words, if one considers their conjugations by certain homeomorphisms, glueing can be possible. It comes into question, in turn, whether the resulting map is conjugate to a rational function. In order to reproduce a rational function, we make use of the theory of quasiconformal mappings. 
on C-g-^(E). Then there exists a qc-mapping
Proof (see [7] , [8] ). -Define a measurable conformal structure a on C as follows. Let (TO be the conformal structure defined by dz . Set a = <D* o-o on E, where <I>* OQ means the pull-back of c?o by 0, defined except on a null set. By (ii), a g is invariant for g, in the sense that ^*a==(7 a. e. on E. Pulling back a by g, define a on [j g~n (E) . n^O Finally, set a = CT() on the remaining part of C. The g-invariance (a. e.) of a with respect to g follows from the definition and (iii). Moreover, the distortion of a with respect to OQ is uniformly bounded. In fact, if 0 is K^-qc and g is K^-quasi-regular, and if a is represented as |^Z+H.^Z"|, then || a || ^ ^k =(K-1)/(K+ 1) a. e., where K=K^. K^. By the measurable mapping theorem (cf.
[1]), there exists a K-qc-mapping cp of C such that (p*ao=o-a.e. Then, /=(po^o(p-1 respects a.e. the standard conformal structure <7o. Hence/is locally 1-qc, i. e. conformal, except at a finite number of its critical points. By the removable singularity theorem, /is analytic on C, therefore, a rational function. D This lemma means glueing of ^"|(C-E an(
• Note that, to get a qc-mapping of C, it is enough to construct a C^-diffeomorphism of C. This makes our surgeries easier.
Example. -We exercise this surgery technique here for Douady-Hubbard's polynomial like mappings. (See Douady [7] and Douady-Hubbard [8] .)
Let U^, U^ be simply connected domains in C, whose boundaries consist of analytic Jordan curves, and satisfying U^ crU^. Suppose that/: U^ -> U^ is holomorphic, proper of degree d and then extends continuously to ^U^. Then (U^U^;/) is called a polynomial-like function.
Fix R > 1, and construct a qc-mapping 0: C-Ui-^zeC : |z|>R} such that: <5> (oo) = oo; 0 is conformal in C-O^; O extends to (9Ui, and satisfies
Applying Lemma 1 to g, E=C-Ui, O and N=1, we obtain a qc-mapping (p and a rational function p(z)=^)»g^^>~1. It is easy to see that p is a polynomial of degree d, provided that (p(oo) = oo.
Perturbations
In this section, we perturb a rational function /, in order to make its non-repulsive periodic points attractive.
Before doing this, we state some Lemmas. An easy calculation shows: 
Hence Lemma 1 can be applied to g^ Eg, 0=ide^ and N=1. Thus qc-mappings (pg are obtained. The second assertion follows from the parametrized measurable mapping theorem (cf. Proof. -Take a polynomial ^i satisfying: Check that if r^ is sufficiently small, E() is contained in the domain of \]/ and satisfies:
{See the flower theorem in [3] , [5] and (4.5) below.) By a coordinate transformation, we may assume that
Let h be a polynomial such that /z(z,)=0 and ^(z^-1. Consider Ge ( z ) = ^~1 °<?f ° ^ 00. for small s, where g, is as in Lemma 3. It is easily seen that
For E > 0, define E, = Eo U {| ^ | < £ z/(2m-1) }. We show that:
First, if ^^-^Iz =r<r, and arg z"^ ±7i/3, then
If we take a sufficiently small rĜ We cannot use Lemma 3 in this case, since there is no non-empty open set EQ satisfying (4.1). Its conclusion, however, holds by the following. Let Vg be as before. It is easily verified that ^(VJcEg and EgOVg=0, for small £. Hence, as in the proof of Lemma 3, (pg and f^ are obtained. Hence each E^ g is contained in the attractive basin of z\.
Suppose that / has non-repulsive cycles other than {zo, . . ., Zp-i}. Again using Lemma 4, we can take the polynomial h so that it also satisfies the conditions as in Case 1-4 above, corresponding to each of these cycles. Then the arguments there are valid for these cycles, and the obtained perturbation makes all the non-repulsive periodic points attractive. Strictly speaking, let ZQ, . . ., z^ be all of the non-repulsive periodic points of /, and define z\ = (pg (z^.) (i = 0, . . ., N) as before, then z^, . . ., z^ are attractive periodic points of /g. Also in Case 3, we may use the same perturbation as Case 4. But we prefer that method for the sake of the proof of Theorem 2.
Remark. -It is also possible to perturb / so that some of indifferent cycles other than {zo, • • ., z i} become repulsive or indifferent. If c is a critical point of/, then c^cpJH," 1 (c)) is a critical point of/. This gives an 1 to 1 correspondance between critical points of / and /, preserving their multiplicities. Hence n,(f)=n,(f^ even if we adopted the convention that critical points are counted without multiplicities.
We make considerations according to the cases in paragraph 4.
Case 1 (resp. Case 2). -z, are attractive (resp. rationally indifferent). -Let c^ . . ., cb e all of the critical points of / which are eventually mapped in to the AB-cycle (resp. the PB-cycles) associated to z,. Then Hence, corresponding to each of irrationally indifferent cycle of / at least one critical point will newly fall into the stable region (into the AB-cycles) by the perturbation. We thus conclude that D^ contains at least n^(f) critical points more than D^. This implies Proposition 1.
The case where Herman rings exist
Suppose a rational function / has Herman rings. Let s/o be the collection of all Herman rings of / (By Sullivan's result, j^o is finite. See Remark after Corollary 2, and also Remark after the proof of Proposition 2.) For each Ae^o, we associate an oriented analytic Jordan curve y^ so that:
(A e j^o. hence / (A) e ja^); Each r^ consists of analytic Jordan curves. Assign them orientations so that/respects these orientations.
Let^==j^U{{x} : x is a non-repulsive periodic point}. Then every X e °K is contained in a connected component of C -(J F^, where (J F^ means U y. We call a connected Take smaller open disks E^ such that EfcC=E^=0, ...,^), /(yfco)c:E^+i and Eq = Eo. We can easily construct quasi-regular mappings g on E^ satisfying: =/ on yfe=3Efc; is analytic in E^; (E,)c=E^^c=E,^ and ^(E,)cE,^.
Let E^=Ext y for yeF^ and <^={E^ yef^}. Note that wC=DU U E (disjoint
It follows immediately that ^(E^czE^, since ^(E^)c:E^+i. Let (I)|^=id.
STEP 3. -On Ee<f-(^ U^ define ^ as a quasi-regular mapping so that g=f on 8E and ^(E) cE', where E -^ E'.
As € is finite, there exist E^e^(fe=0, . . ., r) such that E=Eo-^Ei -^ . . . -^E, and E,e<^IJ^2- The assertions (i)-(iii) of the proposition are easily verified. Consider A e ^ and y e Fg such that yc=<9A. Let S=(p(E^UA), which is a connected open set. For some <^1, F^(S) = S and F 9 1 s is conjugate to an irrational rotation on a disk. It is easily seen that S is a Siegel disk of F. So (iv) holds. On the other hand, it follows from the Schwarz's lemma that for Ee<^ ^ere exists an attractive periodic point in ^(E'), whose basin contains (p(E). Thus (v) follows, and the proof of Proposition 2 is completed.
Remark. -It is possible to do this surgery with respect to subfamilies j^gcj^o, r*c=r\, and ^*c=^, provided that / (j^g) c: ^g, etc.
In particular, if we take ^$ = {Herman rings intersecting with orbits of critical points}, which is finite, we do not need to use the finiteness of Herman rings, in order to get the results in paragraph 7. (Because ^(DF-DF)=O.) where ocetR, 0<r<l/5. Suppose that / has a Herman ring of rotation number 9 containing S 1 = {| z | = 1}. Note that r and 1/r are critical points of/and are eventually periodic, in fact / (r) =/ 3 (r) = 0, f 2 (r) = oo. Take F=FN={S 1 }. Our surgery yields
provided that the critical point corresponding to r is mapped by F 2 on the center of the Siegel disk. Check that F has oo as an irrational fixed point with multiplicator e 2^, and ¥ / (\)=0,¥ 2 (\)==oo (see Fig. 3 ).
Proof of theorem 2. Part II
Proposition 1 in paragraph yields the inequality (2.2) for a rational function without Herman ring. Now, assume/has Herman rings. We use the notations in paragraph 6. Let
As before, we fix and omit f, except for D 0^.
Take cp and F in Proposition 2. It can be easily checked that Proposition 1 holds for cyclic rational maps, by a similar argument.
Consider the inequality (5.1) for F. It is also easy to see that F has no Herman ring and DF=DF. By D) ) <do for some n^O, then ?eD-F. Alternatively, suppose that dist(F"(z), mC-(p(D))^o for all n^O. As /" are equicontinuous in a neighborhood of z, there is a smaller neighborhood U such that /"(U)c:D^+^(n^O), where the subscript is to be considered modulo m. Therefore, it follows from Proposition 2 (i) that F" 0^)0 !^^0^.^0/" on U. Thus ? is normal with respect to F, f. e. ?e Dp. D Thus we have 
D<V)=2nHR(/). i
Summing up (7.2) for f, we obtain
On the other hand, we have
Summing up (7.3) and (7.4), we obtain the desired inequality (2.2). So our proof of Theorem 2 is completed.
Proof of theorem 3
If n,(Df)^0 or n^(/)=^0, the assertion immediately follows from Theorem 2. Now, assume that n,(D^)=0 and n^ (/)==(). We need only to show that the equality in (2.2) does not hold. We continue to use the notations in paragraph 6. If ^(D 0^) ^n,(D, ^2, then the equality in (7.2) does not hold. If n,(Dn) ^ 1, then the equality in (7.4) does not hold. In any case, the equality in (2.2) does not hold. Thus the theorem is proved.
Construction of Herman rings
In this section, we discuss on the counter procedure of the surgery in paragraph 6. However, we do not attempt to give a general method, and state only two examples, according to To finish the proof of (A), we take rational functions of the forms /oOO-z'+Co. f,(z)=z 2 +c, and f^=. . . =fp=idŝ atisfying (a) and (P) above, for suitable 9. (Such c, exist. See § 1.5.) Counting its critical points, we conclude that the obtained rational function F is of degree 3.
(B) We state only a sketch of the proof, since its details are quite similar to the case (A).
First, choose a rational function
where ^=e 2nlQ , 9eR, such that /i has a Siegel disk S^ with center 0. Let y^ be an invariant curve in S^, and Y2=/r 1 (Yi^Yr Then y^ is a Jordan curve, and fi |y2
: Y2 "^ Yi ls a covering of degree 2. Let D^ be the region bounded by y^ and y^.
For 0<r< 1, define the following subsets of C : Let/o00=l/^2, A(z)=^--I7t9 z/r 4 andB(z)=^2^l 9 .z. Remark. -The case (B) gives an example for which the N in Lemma 6 cannot be 0. So it was necessary in paragraph 6 to cut the Riemann sphere by the inverse images of YA. ^t on\y by y^ themselves.
Note that we had to pay attention on the modulus of Dp in Case (B). The moduli will raise a difficulty when one glues up some multiply connected pieces.
Proof of Theorem 6. -Note that if/has a Siegel disk of order/? with rotation number 9 . Hence the theorem 9, then f (z) has a Siegel disk of order 1 with rotation number follows from Proposition 2 in paragraph 6 and the above (A). We may assume that /(oo) =ZQ and Zp_ ^ ^ oo. Take a polynomial h (z) such that /i(z;.)=0,^(z;.)=l;
h (z) = ^/ (z) = 0, if z is a non-repulsive periodic point of / other than { z<} ; /z(z)=0, if z is a forward orbit of a critical point satisfying (pp). Define H,, g, and V, as in paragraph 4, but now £eC. By Siegel [15] , there exist 5, £o>0 such that if |£|<£o, g, has a Siegel disk S, containing {z:|z-Zo < §}. Let E,=S, U . . . UgF 1 (Se). Since ^(VJ c= {|z-Zo < §} c= E, for small £, the same argument as paragraph 4 yields / and (pg. The multiplicator of (z? 6 = (p^ (z? is (1 +£) p .(/ p ) / (z}). Hence the cycle {z}} can be perturbed as one likes, with other nonrepulsive cycles and critical points satisfying (pp) unchanged. Thus we can reduce USD by one, and increase n^ (or n,^ Hcremer) ^ o^. (Concerning the Cremer cycle, see paragraph 1.5.) by one and increase n^e ( or n^ "cremer) by one. We may use this method instead of Step 2.
Combining
Step 1-4, we can prove the assertion in the case m^e + ^rai + ^D + ^remer > â nd m^=0 . If mpp=2(d-1) ^C.
